
6clicks GRC Leader Dominates with AI-
Powered Platform for both ISO 27001 and ISO
27002 Compliance

ISO 27001 and ISO 27002

6clicks surpasses GRC software

competitors by offering a scalable, AI-

powered solution for ISO 27001/2

compliance, including built-in ISO-

compliant policies.

PHOENIX, ARIZONA, UNITED STATES,

June 21, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ --

With 6clicks, organizations can get their

business ISO 27001 certified easier

than ever before.  With a fully

integrated content library filled with

standards, regulations, control sets,

assessment and audit templates,

report templates and much more,

6clicks has all the content you need to

get ISO 27001 certified today.  6clicks

helps organizations run an ISO 27001

risk assessment to identify risks and

group them into risk registers.  It also

highlights causes and potential impacts

and then outlines plans to treat them.

6clicks makes defining an ISO-based Information Security Management System (ISMS) easy and

efficient.  The 6clicks platform enables organizations to manage the entire ISMS lifecycle from

initial audit or assessment to maintaining a holistic risk register.  Organizations can identify and

manage ISO 27001 information assets, assigning confidentiality, availability, and integrity ratings.

Businesses can also import assets in several ways, including a ServiceNow CMDB integration.

What's more, 6clicks utilizes the power of Hailey AI to quickly evaluate the level of compliance

across other cyber and privacy standards based on a single assessment and identify ISO 27001

compliance gaps in an organization’s internal controls and governance documents.  Hailey is also

used to detect similarities and differences between the 2013 and 2022 versions of ISO 27002 and

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://bit.ly/3y3sErl
https://bit.ly/3y7m5UL
https://bit.ly/3zRq6xN


6clicks worldwide leadership team disrupts the GRC

software market with revolutionary platform for

businesses, advisors, VARs and MSPs

the imminent updates to ISO 27001.

This makes managing a decade’s worth

of regulation change efficient and

effective.  Our 6clicks CISO recently

used Hailey to conduct a comparison

analysis between ISO 27002:2013 and

ISO 27002:2022 and reported his

findings here:

https://www.6clicks.com/blog/iso-

27002-definitive-guide. 

Learn more about the magic of GRC

powered by Artificial Intelligence here:

https://www.6clicks.com/features/haile

y-artificial-intelligence. 

For complex, distributed organizations

looking to obtain or maintain multiple

ISO certifications for various products or entities, 6clicks offers a one-of-a-kind multi-tenanted

architecture called Hub & Spoke.  This model enables organizations to deploy multiple,

autonomous teams or entities connected to a single hub for roll-up reporting, management, and

The 6clicks ISO 27001

solution provides the fastest

way to achieve and maintain

ISO 27001 certifications with

AI-powered cross-walk

compliance to other

frameworks like NIST, SOC2,

PCI, and many more.”

Dr. Heather Buker, Chief

Technology Officer, 6clicks

visibility.  Hub & Spoke creates a bidirectional relationship

between a parent organization and their respective

entities, an advisor and their clients, or state-wide

governance over cities, for example.  This means

organizations can manage multiple ISO certifications for

various entities autonomously of one another for auditing

purposes but could report from the Hub across the entire

ISO landscape.

This announcement follows coverage of 6clicks by world-

renowned GRC analyst, Michael Rasmussen, who explored

the unique 6clicks Hub & Spoke multi-entity architecture

and its capability to rapidly accelerate deployment for

enterprises.  We spoke with Rasmussen in a co-hosted LinkedIn webinar that can be viewed

here: https://www.linkedin.com/video/event/urn:li:ugcPost:6925311157742297088/. 

Learn more about Hub & Spoke and read Rasmussen’s full briefing here:

https://www.6clicks.com/features/hub-spoke-multi-entity-architecture.

6clicks is powered by Hailey, a breakthrough AI engine to automate common compliance tasks,

includes a massive content library, and is integrated with over 4,000 apps, including Microsoft

Teams, Slack, Google, Typeform, JIRA, and Google Suite.  Learn more here:

https://www.6clicks.com/blog/iso-27002-definitive-guide
https://www.6clicks.com/blog/iso-27002-definitive-guide
https://www.6clicks.com/features/hailey-artificial-intelligence
https://www.6clicks.com/features/hailey-artificial-intelligence
https://www.linkedin.com/video/event/urn:li:ugcPost:6925311157742297088/
https://www.6clicks.com/features/hub-spoke-multi-entity-architecture


Dr. Heather Buker, 6clicks Chief Technology

Officer

https://www.6clicks.com/features 

To learn more about the 6clicks ISO 27001

solution, visit

https://www.6clicks.com/solutions/iso-

27001.

For more information about 6clicks, visit the

media kit: https://www.6clicks.com/media-kit
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/577711410

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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